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They might be hard to see sometimes, but insects make up 80 per cent of all
the world’s species. It is estimated that there are 10 quintillion insects alive –
that’s 10,000,000,000,000,000,000 or 10 billion billion creepy-crawlies.
Of course, not all creepy-crawlies are insects. There are 47,500 spider species
alone, as well as earthworms, millipedes and many other different kinds of
creatures. This book ranks some of the strangest, by looking at…
• The amazing ways they hide from view
• The astonishing powers of these mighty mini-beasts
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The creatures in this
book are all unique
in their own ways, so
we’ve used a special
strangeometer to rank
them against each other.

ST RA NG EO ME TE R
17/25

Creepiness
Superpowers

8/25

Bug Beauty

12/25

This is made up of four
categories with a mark
out of 25 for each.

Fight Factor

13/25

These categories are…

Strangeometer score

50/100

• How ferocious they are
creepiness

Read on and find out about some of the strangest creepy-crawlies that
you would be lucky, or unlucky, to encounter, including:

How likely are they to
make you shiver?

• The tiny terror that blows itself up to save its friends
• A crazy snail that turns into a zombie
• A creature that is so well disguised even its own species can’t spot it
• A monstrous spider that’s as big as a dinner plate
… and lots more of the world’s most fantastically strange creepy-crawlies.

superpowers
What special skills do these
creatures have to make them

stand out from the norm?

bug beauty
You might think some bugs are
ugly, but how good-looking
are these lovely creatures?

fight factor
They might be sm
all,
but how much fig
ht
do they have?

Strangeometer Score
These are added up to get a
strangeometer score out of 100!
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Male elephant beetles have
horns like elephant tusks
which they use to fight for
female mates and food.

ELEPHANT

I like my food
to be rotten and
decaying.

BEETLE
The elephant beetle is one of the giants
of the insect world, ranging from
8–13cm (3–5in) long! Don’t
worry, they may look fierce
but they only eat fruit
and flowers.

STRAN GEOME TER
Creepiness

5/25

Superpowers

9/25

ts
South American rainfores
Mexico, and Central and

Scientists are turning elephant beetles into cyborg
robots. The beetles are strong enough to carry a
backpack that allows them to be controlled with a
video game handset. It’s all in a good cause – hopefully
the flying insects will be able to take part in rescue missions
and find people trapped in rubble after earthquakes or explosions.
They might even be able to help track down criminals!
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Bug Beauty

14/25

Fight Factor

3/25

Strangeometer score

31/100
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reepy-crawly
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5.
What type of
insect is a
fairyfly?

at creepy-craw
h
W
ly

8.

What is
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biggest
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What
do caddisfly
larvae use to
make a suit of
armour?
i

?
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2.
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Where does
the happyface spider
live?

What does
the hickory
horned devil
turn into?

W

1.

3.

What did
who
the people
the
discovered
sland
giant Gipp
think
earthworm
it was?

What did the
Victorians do
with jewel
beetles?

6.

9.

7.

10.

What do
elephant
beetles eat?

answers

1. In the rainforests of Hawaii 2. HOt-PINK SLUG
3. The regal moth 4. A snake 5. A wasp 6. They wore them
as brooches 7. Queen Alexandra's birdwing 8. They stick
twigs, sand, gravel or even gems to their bodies with silk
9. Millipede 10. Fruit and flowers
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See if you can answer
these questions on the ten
creepy-crawlies you’ve just
learned about!
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ZOMBIE SNAIL

at’s weird enough
Amber snails eat bird poo. Th
e to come. Tiny
rs
wo
s
e’
er
th
t
bu
k,
in
th
ht
ig
you m
in the poo and so
e
liv
es
sit
ra
pa
d
lle
ca
s
re
tu
ea
cr
sites then take
they get eaten, too. The para
king them
control of the snail’s brain, ma
do some very strange things!

North Amer
ica and Euro
pe

amber snail
The parasite living inside the
it can
wants the snail to be eaten so
, and
get inside the bird poo again
brainwash another snail.

Once a parasite is inside, it takes
over the snail’s brain, turning it into
a zombie. The poor snail has to do
whatever the parasite wants!

STRANGEOMETER

Creepiness

25/25

Superpowers

The parasites turn
the snail’s eye-stalks into
crazy tentacles. Then they make
the snail move into the sunlight, where
its weird eyes flash a signal to passing
birds, saying, ‘come and eat me!’
24

Birds think my colourful
eye stalks look like
yummy caterpillars!

25/25

Bug Beauty

7/25

Fight Factor
Strangeometer sc

0/25
ore

57/100
25
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i’m so loud that people
walking on the riverbank
can hear me singing on
the riverbed.

LESSER
WATER

BOATMAN
This tiny
i

nsect, me
asuring o
nly
2mm (0.0
1in), is the
loudest a
nimal
on Earth f
or
its size.

Central Europe

STR ANG EOM ETE R
Creepiness

15/25

Superpowers

23/25

/25 Bug Beauty

Fight Factor
Strangeometer score
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10/25
10/25
58/100

The water
boatman carries a
bubble of air around
to help it breathe
underwater!

The lesser water boatman’s
song is as loud as a passing
freight train (78.9 decibels),
although scientists have
recorded one water
boatman bellowing out its
song at 99.2 decibels.
That’s like sitting in the
front row at a concert
and hearing an orchestra
playing! Passers-by are
not deafened because the
insects sit at the bottom
of rivers and the sound is
muffled by water.
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EXPLODING

take
Scientists have found that it doesn’t
w itself
much to make an exploding ant blo
up – just a light touch will do.

ANT

It may look small and harmless, but this creepycrawly has an extreme way of protecting its
home and its family. If it feels threatened, it
explodes, killing itself and covering its enemy
with poisonous goo!

Of all the defence tactics you will have heard about, the
exploding ant’s self-destruct skill is the most extreme!
The Malaysian exploding ant is different to most other
bugs because it sacrifices itself for the good of its
colony. Scientists call this autothysis, a word which
comes from the Greek words for self and sacrifice.

i aim m
yg
at m y e n o o
emy’s
fa c e !

Ants always look ou
t
for their fellow an
ts,
and by exploding
they
can scare off com
petitors
or predators and
save

STRANGEOM ETER

their colony.

d Brunei
Malaysia an
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When the ant explodes, it
dies, and sometimes the
invading insect dies, too. If
the ant’s attacker (usually
another ant) survives, it
learns to stay well away from
this kind of ant in the future!

When
it senses
danger, the ant
contracts its abdomen,
causing its poison
glands to explode.

Creepiness

25/25

Superpowers

25/25

Bug Beauty

25/25

Fight Factor

25/25

Strangeometer score

100/100
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Leaf insects are
such masters o
f
disguise that th
ey
sometimes do
what?

1.
What
cre
ep

4.

ywly
cra

is this?

How did the
death’s-head
hawkmoth get
its name?

2.
78

is?
wl
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3.

more
y
n
a
m
w
o
H
wn
times its o
ht can
body weig
ing
the glassw
arry?
butterfly c

6.

6. What is the
worlds largest
mollusc?

cra
y
p
e
e
r
What c

What is
the world’s
deadliest
caterpillar?

What are
the balls on
a Brazilian
treehopper’s
head for?

5.

What powers
did the ancient
Greeks think the
devil’s flower
mantis had?

8.

es
What do
sin
s
a
s
s
a
e
th
k to
bug stic
its body?

9.

7.

10.

Why does
the exploding
ant explode?

answers
1. EASTERN dobsonfly 2. From the skull-shaped marking on its body
3. take a bite out of each other! 4. 40 times more! 5. The giant
silkworm moth caterpillar 6. bird-dung crab spider 7. The bodies
of its victims 8. Nobody knows, but they may be to make them harder
for predators to grab 9. They thought its spit could blind you, and
that a horse would die if it ate one 10. To protect its home
and family
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See if you can answer
these questions on the ten
creepy-crawlies you’ve just
learned about!
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